
A gentle breeze played with Akiko's hair as she nervously

approached the door of spiritual healer Jesus Lopez. For

months, she had suffered from inexplicable abdominal

pains, and no medical treatment seemed to bring relief.

Taking hold of the door knocker with all her courage, she

knocked on the door. 

With a warm smile, healer Jesus Lopez opened the door

and welcomed her in. “You must be Akiko,” he said with a

calm but firm voice. “Please, come in.”
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So began their first encounter. After drinking a cup of hot

tea and discussing her symptoms, it was time for her

individual session. 

Akiko was allowed to lie down on the lounger as Jesus

activated the crystal bed. Seven clear mountain crystals

illuminated in radiant colours of the chakras over her

supine body onto her energy centres. It was her first

session with a spiritual healer, and she had never heard of

the crystal bed before. Jesus explained, “We use the

crystal light in addition to rebalancing your chakras and

cleansing your aura while I work with my hands on you.”

And although it was just light, she felt warmth over her

chakras after a short time, and dark clouds seemed to

dissolve in her aura. Jesus placed his hands on her body,

and Akiko felt a deeper relaxation. 

Jesus entered into prayer and a deep trance as he focused

on Akiko's abdomen. He could already sense a dark energy

over her abdomen from her aura, extending into her

abdominal cavity. With slow movements, he pushed the

dark clouds aside and received additional information. She

was one of those people who processed and suppressed a

lot through the stomach. The phrase “swallowing the

anger” was appropriate for her.

During the first few minutes, she felt her eyes flickering,

deeper relaxation, and entering a light half-sleep. And

this, although healer Jesus Lopez had not yet placed his

hands on her body and only worked on her aura. 
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Just before his hands touched her belly, her stomach began

to make noises. He reassured her, saying, “It's just tension

in the intestinal walls, not air. Nothing embarrassing will

happen.” After a brief nervous smile, she felt her intestines

continue to move. It felt as if the intestines were in the

wrong position and were moving back to their basic

position. “If you feel any pain or discomfort, please let me

know,” said Jesus compassionately as he focused on her

energy fields. 

Jesus was entirely in his element as a healer. This was

again one of those sessions where much could be released.

With his hands, he could sense the approximate age of the

energies. In her case, he felt that the energies had built up

over decades. Normally, a disease would have had to

manifest itself, but something seemed to have been done

right, so the disease had not broken out. Suddenly, Jesus

felt an unusually heavy energy. He had felt a few layers of

energy deeper and pushed the crystal bed back for now.

She would need the space above her. 

She had a stored shock in her energy system. He

determined the stored origin of her illness in her system. In

a moment of deep concentration, Jesus gently pressed on a

specific point on her abdomen, opening a gateway to long-

suppressed pain and suffering. At that moment, Akiko felt

her stomach begin to vibrate, and tears she had suppressed

erupted from her like a volcano. From this point on,

unprocessed childhood emotions surged up, and tears

flowed from her eyes. She held her hands over her eyes in

shame and slightly raised her upper body. Tears of

liberation ran down her cheeks.
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Jesus let go and distanced himself from her. He didn't need

to do anything more. Self-healing had been initiated, and

energies and tears flowed. He handed her a tissue and gave

her the time she needed. Through his reassuring energy

field, she was able to let herself fall better. Whether she

told the story behind the outburst or not was entirely up to

her. Some people are ready to mention the backgrounds,

and others require several days to process the experiences. 

He rejoiced with her over the healing she had experienced,

and the story behind it played only a minor role. Healing

was the most important thing. With a smile on his lips, he

continued his work as a healer, knowing that his abilities

were destined to influence not only the moment but the

entire life story of a person. 

In the following days, Akiko reflected on her first

experiences with a healer. She realized that healing didn't

always have to be just physical, but also had a spiritual

and emotional dimension. With a new sense of life and

understanding of herself, she turned to life with new

confidence, ready to embrace the challenges that fate

might bring her with open arms.
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